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Gender-based violence (GBV) is an “umbrella term for any harmful act that is perpetrated against a person’s will, and that is based on socially ascribed (gender) differences between males and females.”¹ Sexual violence is a form of GBV and is defined as “any violence, physical or psychological, carried out through sexual means or by targeting sexuality.” GBV affects women and girls most significantly, but men and boys can also be victims, especially of sexual violence.²

This backgrounder describes GBV in conflict settings, with a focus on Libya and Syria. The first two sections survey available information relating to GBV in these two countries. The third part considers GBV in conflict and post-conflict societies more generally. The fourth section examines international law relating to GBV in conflict-affected areas.

1. SYRIA
Since an anti-regime revolt began in March 2011, government forces and members of the Shabbiha—a government-backed militia—have been engaged in intense conflict with anti-government armed groups in Syria.

The Independent International Commission of Inquiry on Syria (“Commission on Syria”), which was mandated by the UN Human Rights Council, has found evidence that Government forces and Shabbiha have committed gross violations of international human rights law and international humanitarian law including unlawful killing, torture, arbitrary arrests and detention, torture, sexual violence, and indiscriminate attacks.³ The Commission on Syria also concludes that there are reasonable grounds to believe that anti-Government armed groups have committed war crimes including torture and unlawful killings.⁴ It notes, however, that the
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⁴ Commission on Syria supra note 3 at paras 87-89, 58-60.
"gravity, frequency and scale of the violations committed by Government forces and Shabbiha was according to information available, well in excess of those committed by anti-Government armed groups."5

There have been widespread appeals for united international action to end the escalating violence in Syria.6 However, China and Russia have vetoed draft Security Council Resolutions backing an Arab League proposal to resolve the crisis,7 and threatening sanctions against the Syrian regime if the violence continues.8

The conflict has forced many Syrian civilians to leave their homes. As of November 2012, the Syrian Red Cross estimates that 2.5 million people have been internally displaced within Syria.9 Refugees inside of Syria, including more than 103,000 registered Iraqi refugees and some 500,000 Palestinian refugees, have also been affected.10 The UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) reports that more than 13,000 Iraqi refugees left Syria in the first half of 2012, most retuning to Iraq.11 As of December 2012, more than 500,000 Syrian refugees had been registered or were awaiting registration as refugees, and the actual number of refugees is likely significantly higher.12 Most Syrian refugees are now in Lebanon, Jordan, and Turkey.13

1.1 GBV during the Syrian Conflict
There is evidence of sexual violence being perpetrated against women, men and children in Syria.14 The full extent of the violence is unknown as researchers have limited access to the country and have been unable to confirm many of the accounts of sexual violence.15 There are also many reasons why survivors are unwilling or unable to report: those who report receive little to no assistance, face stigma and shame, and may be subjected to threats to their safety.16 For example, there have been reports of survivors being killed by their families for reasons of “honour.”17
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In spite of its limitations, the data from Syria provides important insights into the scope and impact of sexual violence during the conflict. NGO reports indicate that sexual violence is not limited to any one part of the country;\(^\text{18}\) and that sexual violence generally arises in two circumstances: (1) during house searches or at checkpoints, or (2) in detention.\(^\text{19}\) There have also been several reports of women being abducted in Homs between late February and April 2012.\(^\text{20}\) Current reports indicate that the violence is being perpetrated by Government forces and the Shabbiha.\(^\text{21}\) As of August 2012, there were no reported incidents of sexual violence committed by anti-Government groups.\(^\text{22}\)

There are reports of sexual violence, for the most part against women and girls, in homes and checkpoints at various locations in Syria including: Homs, Latakia, Zabadani, Hama, Idlib, and Aleppo.\(^\text{23}\) Many of the attacks allegedly involved multiple perpetrators.\(^\text{24}\) There are some reports of men being made to watch the rape of their wives and daughters.\(^\text{25}\) For example, one man from Homs describes being forced to watch the gang rape of his wife and his 14 and 11 year-old daughters, before being raped himself:

> The men raped [my two daughters] and my wife, forcing them onto the ground to do so. They raped them at the same time. When they began to rape my daughters, they forced me to raise my head and watch. You cannot imagine what that felt like, as a man to sit there and watch them do that. They raped each of them three times. Then they forced me out of the chair and ordered me onto the ground. They raped me as well and ordered my wife and children to watch. The men were jeering and said, “Look at your father.” They destroyed me.\(^\text{26}\)

Human Rights Watch has documented accounts from survivors, witnesses, as well as defectors, who claim to have heard perpetrators bragging about committing rape in homes.\(^\text{27}\) Witness accounts are also presented in the Commission on Syria’s report.\(^\text{28}\)

There are also reports of men, women and children being subjected to sexual violence in detention. The data indicates that the vast majority of men subjected to sexual violence faced that violence in detention facilities.\(^\text{29}\) There are multiple reports of men having been subjected
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to sexual torture in detention, including electric shocks to their genitals.\textsuperscript{30} For example, one man who had been detained in Idlib describes: “[t]hey used two wires hooked up to a car battery to give me electric shocks. They used electric stun-guns on my genitals twice.”\textsuperscript{31} There are also allegations that female detainees have faced sexual violence, with some women reporting brutal rapes during their detention.\textsuperscript{32} One former female detainee of the Palestine Branch in Damascus recounts: “[t]here were three other women there…They had a schedule. They would take turns with us. More than one man would rape you. It wasn’t every day, but it was regular…”\textsuperscript{33} Former male detainees report hearing women’s screams while they were being held in facilities in Homs.\textsuperscript{34}

Troublingly, there are also reports of children being tortured and raped in detention.\textsuperscript{35} One man who had been detained in the Political Security branch in Latakia notes that: “[t]hey treat the kids even worse than the adults. There is torture, but there is also rape for the boys. We would see them when the guards brought them back to the cell, it’s indescribable…One boy came into the cell bleeding from behind. He couldn’t walk. It was something they just did to the boys. We would cry for them.”\textsuperscript{36}

Syrian refugees may also be vulnerable to further GBV. There are stories of marriages for girls as young as 13 and 14 years old to wealthy men in Jordan and Libya; allegedly men have been seeking out refugee families with young daughters for these purposes.\textsuperscript{37} Some of these early marriages are justified as part of an effort to overcome the shame of sexual abuse.\textsuperscript{38}

1.2 Support for Syrian Survivors of Sexual Violence
Survivors of sexual violence in Syria have limited access to medical, psychological and other services. One woman providing medical services to survivors of violence told Human Rights Watch that the only services she was able to provide was to give stitches if the victims genital skin was torn from the attack, provide aspirin, and attempt to stop the bleeding.\textsuperscript{39} Many survivors do not even take advantage of these limited services because they are reluctant to report that they are the survivors of sexual abuse (for the reasons noted above).
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Syrian refugees that have fled to neighbouring countries also have limited access to support services.\textsuperscript{40} For example, in the Bekaa region of Lebanon, where there is a concentration of Syrian refugees, community leaders providing assistance to Syrian refugees note that no services were available to victims of sexual abuse.\textsuperscript{41} A woman from the Lebanese Council to Resist Violence against Women notes that her organization provides support to individuals, subject to funding constraints: “We will provide [Syrian sexual assault] victims with social, medical and legal services...[but] unfortunately, if we don’t have enough funding we will not be able to continue with the program.”\textsuperscript{42}

Foreign governments including the Canadian, American, and British governments have provided financial assistance to support Syrian refugees with health and emergency services.\textsuperscript{43} The British Foreign & Commonwealth Office has sought to address the issue of sexual violence in particular.\textsuperscript{44} Foreign Secretary William Hague recently announced that 70 people, including police officers, lawyers, psychologists, doctors, forensic experts, and gender based violence experts will be deployed to conflict areas to assist in the investigation of allegations of sexual violence.\textsuperscript{45}

2. LIBYA

After a successful election, the National Transition Council (NTC) in Libya handed over power to the democratically elected General National Congress in August 2012.\textsuperscript{46} Despite this positive development, the country continues to face serious political and security challenges as part of its transition, including the need to disarm rebels and ensure security. Moreover, violations of human rights persist, and there has not been meaningful redress for past crimes.

Conflict-related detentions continue in post-revolutionary Libya, as does the mistreatment and torture of detainees. The United Nations Support Mission in Libya (UNSMIL) estimates in its report on August 30, 2012, that there are approximately 7000 conflict-related detainees being held in facilities run by the Ministry of Justice, Military Council or Supreme Security Committees.\textsuperscript{47} As of August 30, 2012, most detainees had yet to been charged or released.\textsuperscript{48}
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UNSMIL also uncovered 3 deaths on April 13, 2012 as a result of torture, and noted that little has been done to investigate these deaths.  

Justice and accountability remain elusive in Libya, and represent a major challenge for the new Libyan government. The UN’s International Commission of Inquiry on Libya ("Commission on Libya"), established by the United Nations Human Rights Council in February 2011 to investigate violations of international law, concludes that Gaddafi forces and the rebels were both responsible for serious crimes. It finds that crimes against humanity and war crimes were committed by the Gaddafi forces during the conflict including: unlawful killing, torture, rape, and enforced disappearance. It also finds that war crimes and breaches of international human rights law were committed by the rebels against those perceived to be members of the Gaddafi forces. In March 2012, the Commission on Libya criticized the NTC for failing to hold rebels accountable for their crimes during the conflict.

The ICC has indicted, Abdullah Al-Senussi and Saif al-Islam Gaddafi. It had also indicted Muammar Gaddafi, but proceedings against him were terminated after his death. The Libyan government has formally challenged the ICC’s right to try Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi, and has indicated an intent to challenge the admissibility of the case against Abdullah Al-Senussi. The indictments are for the crime against humanity of persecution and murder; there are no charges relating to sexual violence. The ICC Prosecutor recently announced that she is collecting evidence for new war crime charges in Libya, including incidents of sexual violence.

### 2.1 GBV during the Libyan Conflict

There are reports of sexual violence being used during the conflict against Libyan women, men and children. However, it has not yet been determined whether rape was part of widespread
and systematic attack, and/or whether authorities receive orders to rape.\textsuperscript{59} While most of the reports relate to sexual violence perpetrated by Gaddafi forces, there are also reports of rebels perpetrating sexual violence against Gaddafi loyalists.\textsuperscript{60} The rebels have also been accused of threatening to rape a child in detention.\textsuperscript{61}

As with Syria, there are significant limitations with the data relating to sexual violence in Libya. Survivors face stigma and risks to their safety by reporting, and those who accept those risks are not offered meaningful services.\textsuperscript{62} Survivors may also be pressured by their families to stay silent: according to one Libyan activist, when survivors don’t come forward “it may be—and is, in fact, more likely to be—at the order of men, such as father, brothers, uncle, grandfather and tribal chief.”\textsuperscript{63} Survivors may also be concerned about provisions of Libyan law that punish sexual relations, and pregnancy outside of marriage.\textsuperscript{64} Those who were attacked by rebels may be especially reluctant to come forward, out of a fear that they will appear anti-revolutionary.\textsuperscript{65} Another factor that casts doubt on the reliability of data in Libya is that some former Gaddafi officers claim that they have been tortured by rebels in detention centres and made to confess to various crimes that they did not commit.\textsuperscript{66} The Report by the Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary General on Sexual Violence in Conflict (“Special Representative”) in Libya, details accounts of men and boys associated with the former Gaddafi regime who claim to have confessed to rape after being tortured while in detention.\textsuperscript{67}

Eman al-Obeidi was instrumental in bringing worldwide attention to the problem of sexual violence in the Libyan conflict. On March 26\textsuperscript{th}, 2011, the 26 year-old burst into the Rixos hotel in Tripoli and gave a horrifying account of being detained at a checkpoint and gang raped.\textsuperscript{68} In recounting her story to foreign journalists she challenged a public taboo against discussing sex crimes publically.\textsuperscript{69} She was forcibly removed from the hotel by security forces and maligned in the state media.\textsuperscript{70} Al-Obeidi was eventually released, and has since been granted refugee status in the United States.\textsuperscript{71}
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The cases of sexual violence from Libya generally fit into two categories: (1) women raped by armed men in their homes, or abducted and raped elsewhere, and (2) sexual violence committed against men and women in detention centres.\(^\text{72}\)

Abductions and home attacks were directed primarily at women and girls: survivors report being forcibly taken from their homes, cars, and streets, to unknown places, where they were raped.\(^\text{73}\) Many of the reports alleged multiple perpetrators and state that the violence persisted over many days.\(^\text{74}\)

The UN Special Representative report, summarizes accounts from survivors who were abducted or attacked in their homes or from migrant camps,\(^\text{75}\) as well as from medical and legal professionals who provided services to the survivors.\(^\text{76}\) The Commission on Libya’s report also includes seven accounts from survivors who report being abducted or assaulted in their homes.\(^\text{77}\) One survivor describes being abducted from her home, blindfolded and driven to an unknown location where she was repeatedly raped by four men, who also penetrated her with sticks and 14.5mm cartridges.\(^\text{78}\) She also states that one of the perpetrator recorded part of the assault on his cell phone.\(^\text{79}\) Another survivor describes three armed men breaking into her home, beating and raping her.\(^\text{80}\) After the rapes, the woman said her husband would not speak to her, and that he brother-in-law told her: “either you commit suicide, we will kill you and make it look like suicide, or an accident will happen…” \(^\text{81}\)

There were a number of reports of sexual violence in detention centres, where sexual violence was used to extract information, to humiliate, or to punish detainees for their own acts or acts of their family members.\(^\text{82}\) Men have been subjected to violence which includes anal rape with automatic weapons and knives, threats of rape against their families, electric shocks to the genitals, and the pouring of corrosive chemical substances on private parts.\(^\text{83}\) Sexual violence inflicted against female detainees includes vaginal rape, penetration by bottles, and the burning of breasts with cigarettes.\(^\text{84}\)

The Commission on Libya’s report details seventeen allegations of sexual violence in detention facilities, five of which came from female detainees.\(^\text{85}\) Most of these reports came from Abu
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Salim, or Ein Zara.\(^8\) The Special Representative’s report details incidents of rape against men,\(^9\) and from a doctor who saw corpses which showed signs of sexual torture.\(^10\)

The Commission on Libya summarizes one male detainee’s account of being “suspended from a beam by his wrists; forced to stand in a bucket of water while his genitals were electrocuted with live wires; and beaten with a rubber hose.”\(^11\) The detainee also states that he was sodomized by six men after he refused an order of the guards to rape a female prisoner.\(^12\) In another account, a female detainee describes being stripped naked and held in a prison in Ein Zara along with other women.\(^13\) She states that she was raped twenty-four times over a two month period, and that her genitals were electrocuted and burnt by cigarettes.\(^14\)

2.2 Supporting Libyan Survivors of Sexual Violence

Libyan survivors require medical and psychosocial support. While it was in power, the NTC initiated some assistance programs. For example, the NTC created a “Committee on Violence against Women and Men” to assist with assessing the extent of sexual violence in the conflict and to exchange views with NGOs which have worked in this area.\(^15\) As of May 2012, the group was inactive.\(^16\) The NTC also outlined a series of plans for survivors of sexual abuse, including the creation of a “Family Forum” which would provide post-traumatic psychological clinics for families, while monitoring rape survivors confidentially and indirectly.\(^17\) Another government proposal was to find men who would volunteer to marry survivors of rape.\(^18\) This proposal has gone forward and, as of August 2012, the organization that developed the program had registered 50 women to be married in Tripoli, Al Zawiyah and Misrata.\(^19\) This effort and other NTC initiatives have been condemned as “superficial” initiatives that are “bigoted and weak” and “will help neither the women who were sexually assaulted nor the men who will marry them.”\(^20\) NGOs have undertaken important work to assist survivors. For example, groups have provided seminars and radio forums that point out the dangers of sexually transmitted infections and encourage survivors to undergo medical tests.\(^21\)

Little has been done to end legal impunity relating to crimes of sexual violence. For example, the NTC formed a committee tasked with documenting the crimes of the Gaddafi regime, including incidents of sexual violence. As of May 2012, that committee had not documented any cases, nor was it clear that it had the capacity to do so.\(^22\) While limited information is
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available regarding the initiatives of Libya’s new government, it is unlikely that they have made significant progress on these issues in the brief time it has been in power.

3. GBV IN CONFLICT AND POST-CONFLICT SETTINGS

GBV varies considerably from one conflict to another; there are dramatic differences between conflicts with respect to the number of incidents reported, the nature of the violence, and the location where the violence occurs.\(^{101}\)

Myriad forms of GBV may be prevalent in times of conflict including rape, sexual abuse, slavery, forced impregnation, trafficking, and forced marriage.\(^{102}\) An elevated risk of GBV often persists even after the conflict is over: post-conflict societies report high rates of domestic violence, sexual trafficking and forced prostitution.\(^ {103}\) In the case of domestic violence and trafficking, there may be a greater incidence of violence after a war than there was during the conflict.\(^{104}\)

It is not only combatants that commit acts of GBV during conflict; government actors, non-state militias, community members, and peacekeepers can all be perpetrators.\(^ {105}\) Although it does not receive much coverage, a significant amount of sexual violence committed in conflict zones is perpetrated by family members.\(^ {106}\) Survey data suggests that partners, household members and relatives are the most frequent perpetrators of GBV in war-affected countries.\(^ {107}\)

Until relatively recently, GBV was seen as an unfortunate but inevitable part of war,\(^ {108}\) or even as the victor’s entitlement as “spoils of war.”\(^ {109}\) In recent times, however, a number of theories have emerged to explain the prevalence of GBV in times of conflict. One explanation is that GBV can be used as an intentional tool of war with the goal of destabilizing, humiliating and degrading a population,\(^ {110}\) and creating an atmosphere of fear and submission.\(^ {111}\)

Another reason for the rise of GBV is that armed conflicts cause a breakdown of social networks and an increase in militarization.\(^ {112}\) These changes are often accompanied by pervasive sense of lawlessness, which may create a sense of impunity among perpetrators.\(^ {113}\)
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Conflict GVB may also represent a heightened version of the violence that already exists in a society. This view was asserted by then-UN Deputy Secretary-General Asha-Rose Migiro: "[i]f a culture of violence and discrimination against women and girls exists prior to conflict, it will be exacerbated during conflict."\footnote{114} Conflict leads to the increased polarization of gender roles, and consequently, to a rise in GBV.\footnote{115}

There are differences between sexual violence perpetrated against males as compared to that perpetrated against females. With men, GBV is more likely to occur in detention, whereas women are more frequently attacked in their homes or abducted.\footnote{116} The form of GBV also tends to differ. In relation to men, sexual torture, including castration, is more prevalent than sexual intercourse.\footnote{117} As a result of these differences, sexual violence against men is often not classified as GBV; instead, it is framed as a form of torture.\footnote{118}

Male survivors of sexual violence may also face a different kind of humiliation and stigma: sexual violence is often inflicted with the express purpose of emasculating male victims. As former UN Secretary General Kofi Anan notes: "sexual abuse, torture and mutilation of male detainees or prisoners is often carried out to attack and destroy their sense of masculinity or manhood."\footnote{119} Like female victims, male victims of GBV are often considered outcasts in society.\footnote{120} They are, however, less likely to be rejected by their families, perhaps because in many societies they are considered to be the head of the household.\footnote{121}

3.1 The Potential Consequences of GBV

GBV can lead to serious physical harm including the spread of sexually transmitted infections and injury to reproductive organs; and, for women in particular, traumatic fistulas and possible infertility.\footnote{122} Women may also suffer complications from unsafe attempts at abortion, and those who were pregnant when subjected to GBV may suffer a miscarriage.\footnote{123}

Survivors may also suffer severe psychological consequences including depression, somatic distress, shock, memory loss, sexual problems and anxiety.\footnote{124} In some cases, a survivor of sexual violence may experience psychological distress and dysfunction indicative of a mental
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GBV can also trigger other serious consequences such as behavioural disorders, substance abuse, and suicide.

GBV can have immense social costs as well. A fear of additional sexual violence may lead survivors to withdraw from society at the expense of education and career opportunities. Survivors often face intense social stigma, including rejection from their families, which may result in economic hardships. Where GBV results in an unwanted pregnancy, stigma, and social and economic hardships are heightened. Single women who are survivors of sexual violence are often unable to find a marriage partner, and married women often see their marriages breakdown. For example, a study in Liberia found that 25% of married rape victims were divorced by their husbands after their rape.

3.2 Supporting Survivors
Support services should be sensitive to the concerns of survivors. They should be provided in an accessible location and be open at convenient times. Confidentiality ought to be maintained at all times. Female staff should be available, as well as staff who speak the local language.

Support programs should do no harm. For example, when dealing with survivors, they should avoid specific targeting, aggressive questioning, re-victimizing, and/or increasing their vulnerability in any way. Care should also be taken not to undermine or fragment existing support networks.

Support services should be implemented in conjunction with communities, and wherever possible there should be collaboration with family, community, and religious support systems. Programs should increase community awareness in order to reduce stigma, and should target communities as a whole so as to reach survivors.

3.3 Avenues of Legal Redress
Justice mechanisms can help end impunity, and enable survivors’ recovery by promoting social cohesion and facilitating healing of individuals and communities. Justice can be
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achieved through international mechanisms, national justice systems, customary or traditional mechanisms, or with transitional justice mechanisms.\textsuperscript{140}

Those assisting survivors with access to justice issues should consider the security and safety of the survivor in assessing the different options, be familiar with the local justice system, ensure that survivors have extensive information about various legal information and the potential risks and benefits, and respect the survivor’s choice on issues safety and justice.\textsuperscript{141}

4. GBV IN INTERNATIONAL LAW

4.1 International Humanitarian Law: Moving Away from “the Honour Paradigm”

Early on, international humanitarian law characterized sexual violence as an attack on the honour of women and their families as opposed to an attack on a victim’s physical integrity.\textsuperscript{142} Radhika Coomaraswamy, the then-Special Rapporteur on Violence against Women, explains the problem as follows: “by using the honour paradigm, linked as it is to concepts of chastity, purity and virginity, stereotypical concepts of femininity have been formally enshrined in humanitarian law .... When rape is perceived as a crime against honour or morality, shame commonly ensues for the victim, who is often viewed by the community as ‘dirty’ or ‘spoiled’.”\textsuperscript{143}

The Geneva Convention and its 1977 Protocols both address the issue of sexual violence. The Fourth Geneva Convention, applicable in the case of international armed conflicts, refers to sexual violence directly using the problematic language of honour: “women shall be especially protected against any attack on their honour, in particular against rape, enforced prostitution or any form of indecent assault.”\textsuperscript{144} In the case of non-international armed conflict, sexual violence was not mentioned explicitly, though it was generally considered to be part of the prohibition on “outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment.”\textsuperscript{145} With the 1977 Protocols, “enforced prostitution and any form of indecent assault” in times of international conflict are explicitly recognized as “outrages upon personal dignity.”\textsuperscript{146} The Protocols also add “rape, enforced prostitution, and indecent assault” to the list of crimes that are “outrages on personal dignity” in non-international conflicts.\textsuperscript{147} The Protocols are an improvement of the original text—moving further away from the problematic language of
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honour, and referring to sexual violence more explicitly, but they still fail to characterize sexual violence as a crime of violence.\textsuperscript{148}

\textbf{4.2 International Human Rights Law: Recognizing the Threat of GBV in Conflict}\textsuperscript{149}

Human rights instruments have been influential in shaping the protections against GBV in situations of armed conflict, but it has taken a long time for the law to develop in this area. There is no mention of GBV or sexual violence in Universal Declaration of Human Rights or in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).\textsuperscript{150} Even the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), does not address directly GBV, except in relation to trafficking and prostitution.\textsuperscript{151}

Since the 1990s, there have been significant developments in the international human rights law relating to GBV in armed conflict. In 1993, the treaty-monitoring body for CEDAW (the CEDAW Committee) adopted General Recommendation 19 which acknowledges that GBV “is a form of discrimination that seriously inhibits women's ability to enjoy rights and freedoms on a basis of equality with men.”\textsuperscript{152} It also recognized that women living in the context of war, armed conflict and occupation face a heightened risk of violence.\textsuperscript{153} In 1994, the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women (DEVAW) was adopted; DEVAW explicitly mentions GBV and recognizes vulnerability of women in conflict.\textsuperscript{154} Also of note is General Comment 28, adopted in 2000 by the treaty-monitoring body to the ICCPR, the Human Rights Committee, wherein the Committee recognized that women are particularly vulnerable to GBV during internal or international conflict.\textsuperscript{155}

\textbf{4.3 International Criminal Law: Sexual Violence as Crimes against Humanity, War Crimes, Genocide and Torture}

This section will highlight developments to the subject of GBV and armed conflict stemming from the statutes and decisions of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), the International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia (ICTY), and the International Criminal Court (ICC).

\textsuperscript{148} Rhonda Copelon, “Towards Accountability” supra note 145 at 237.
\textsuperscript{149} This section offers a brief summary of relevant legal instruments. See UNFPA, “Managing GBV Programmes,” supra note 3 Annex 2 for a more comprehensive list of relevant legal instruments.
\textsuperscript{150} Rhonda Copelon, “Towards Accountability” supra note 145 at 237-238.
\textsuperscript{151} Manjoo and McRaith supra note 102 at 19.
\textsuperscript{155} Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 28, UN Doc CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.10, (2000) at para 8, online: <http://www.unhchr.ch/tbs/doc.nsf/(Symbol)/13b02776122d4838802568b900360e80?OpenElement>.
4.3.1 The ICTR

The ICTR's statute lists rape as an underlying offence to ground the charge of "crimes against humanity."\(^{156}\) The statute does not include rape as an underlying offence to ground a charge of genocide,\(^ {157}\) but rape can be encompassed by "causing serious bodily or mental harm or torture."\(^ {158}\)

From the ICTR, the leading case is *Prosecutor v. Jean Paul Akeyesu*.\(^ {159}\) The case is significant because it defines rape and sexual violence in international law for the first time, with a conceptual rather than anatomical definition.\(^ {160}\) Rape is defined as a "physical invasion of a sexual nature, committed on a person under circumstances which are coercive."\(^ {161}\) The Trial Chamber emphasizes that the traditional definition of rape was insufficient, noting that "rape is a form of aggression and that the central elements of the crime of rape cannot be captured in a mechanical description of objects and body parts."\(^ {162}\) This broadened definition encompasses penetration by objects, and mutilation.\(^ {163}\) The Trial Chamber also defines sexual violence to include "any act of a sexual nature which is committed on a person under circumstances which are coercive."\(^ {164}\) For both sexual violence and rape, the requirement of coercive circumstances replaced requirements that emphasized force, coercion or the victim’s non-consent.\(^ {165}\)

*Akeyesu* is also significant because it was the first decision to recognize rape and sexual violence as crimes that could ground a claim of genocide.\(^ {166}\) The Trial Chamber finds that rape and sexual violence constitute "serious bodily or mental harm," in accordance with the definition of genocide in the Genocide Convention.\(^ {167}\) It notes that "[s]exual violence was a step in the process of destruction of the Tutsi group—destruction of the spirit of the will to live and of life itself."\(^ {168}\)

The Chamber ultimately found that Akeyesu was guilty of crimes against humanity, with rape and sexual violence as underlying offences.\(^ {169}\) It found that the requirement that crimes against

\(^{156}\) Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal For the Former Yugoslavia, (updated 2009) at art 5, online : <http://www.icty.org/x/file/Legal%20Library/Statute/statute_sept09_en.pdf> [ICTY statute]
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humanity be systematic was widespread was satisfied, as incidents of rape formed a part of a systematic attack against a civilian population.¹⁷⁰

The Akeyesu judgement made another significant contribution by framing rape as torture: “Like torture, rape is used for such purposes as intimidation, degradation, humiliation, discrimination, punishment, control or destruction of a person. Like torture, rape is a violation of personal dignity, and rape in fact constitutes torture when it is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity.”¹⁷¹ This aspect of the judgement is significant, because Article 1 of the Convention against Torture (CAT) had often been used to exclude GBV against women from the definition of torture, on the basis that GBV occurring outside of the context of detention was outside of state control.¹⁷²

### 4.3.2 The ICTY

ICTY statute treats rape and sexual violence in much the same way as the ICTR. Rape is an underlying crime to ground the charge of “crimes against humanity.”¹⁷³ The statute does not include rape as an underlying crime to ground a charge of genocide,¹⁷⁴ but rape is encompassed by “causing serious bodily or mental harm or torture.”¹⁷⁵

The most significant decision of the ICTY is *Prosecutor v. Kunarac*,¹⁷⁶ in which the Appeals Chamber refused to accept the conceptual definition of rape put forward in *Akeyesu*.¹⁷⁷ The Trial Chamber in Kunarac defines the actus reus of rape as “the sexual penetration, however slight: (a) of the vagina or anus of the victim by the penis of the perpetrator or any other object used by the perpetrator; or (b) of the mouth of the victim by the penis of the perpetrator; where such sexual penetration occurs without the consent of the victim. Consent for this purpose must be consent given voluntarily, as a result of the victim’s free will, assessed in the context of the surrounding circumstances.” ¹⁷⁸ The mens rea is the intention to effect sexual penetration, and knowledge that it occurs without the consent of the victim.¹⁷⁹ The Appeals Chamber accepted this definition.¹⁸⁰ It retains lack of consent as an element of the offence, but recognizes that in most contexts where war crimes or crimes against humanity are alleged “true consent will not be possible.”¹⁸¹

---

¹⁷⁰ *Ibid* at para 695.
¹⁷¹ *Ibid* at para 597.
¹⁷² Manjoo and McRaith *supra* note 102 at 21
¹⁷³ICTY Statute, *supra* note 156 at art 5.
¹⁷⁵ *Ibid* at art 4(2).
¹⁷⁶ Rhonda Copelon, “Towards Accountability” *supra* note 145 at 246.
¹⁷⁷ *Ibid* at 247.
¹⁷⁹ *Ibid* at para 460.
¹⁸¹ *Ibid* at para 130.
Kunarac also clarifies how sexual violence can qualify as war crimes and crimes against humanity. It states that rape itself need not be used on a massive or systematic scale—it can be one of many crimes constituting a systematic or widespread attack on a civilian population. To constitute a war crime, sexual violence need not be a policy or tool of war. One act of rape can be a war crime, so long as the existence of a conflict “played a substantial part in the perpetrator’s ability to commit it, his decision to commit it, the manner in which it was committed or the purpose for which it was committed.”

4.3.3 The ICC

A significant development in international criminal law came with the Rome Statute of the ICC, which codifies the prohibition on sexual and gender based violence. Underlying offences to ground a crime against humanity under the Rome Statute includes: “rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, forced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity.” The Rome Statute also explicitly recognizes rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, and other forms of sexual violence as war crimes. Rape and sexual violence are offences to ground a charge of genocide, but can be included as part of “serious bodily or mental harm.”

The Elements of a Crimes annex defines rape with a mechanical rather than conceptual definition. It also defines sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, and sexual violence as a crime against humanity, and a war crime. The definitions for the crimes of rape and sexual violence focus on the presence of force, the threat of force or coercion, which makes it impossible for victims to give genuine consent.

The Rome Statute, and its accompanying Rules of Procedure and Evidence Annex also contain important provisions designed to protect the safety, and privacy of victims and witnesses and to ensure that sexual violence is properly prosecuted. For example, the Court can take measures to protect the safety, physical and psychological well-being, dignity and privacy of victims, particularly victims of sexual violence. Rules of evidence stipulate that no

---
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corroboration of sexual crimes is required, and that evidence about prior sexual conduct is inadmissible.

4.4 Security Council Resolutions on GBV in Conflicts

The two most important Security Council resolutions relating to GBV in conflict are resolution 1325 adopted in 2000, and resolution 1820 adopted in 2008, both of which focus on the victimization of women and girls. Resolution 1325 acknowledges "the need to implement fully international humanitarian and human rights law that protects the rights of women and girls during and after conflicts," and calls on "all parties to armed conflict to take special measures to protect women and girls from gender-based violence, and particularly rape and other forms of sexual abuse." Resolution 1820 is significant because the Security Council clearly links sexual violence to international peace and security by noting that "sexual violence, when used or commissioned as a tactic of war in order to deliberately target civilians or as a part of a widespread or systematic attack against civilian populations, can significantly exacerbate situations of armed conflict and may impede the restoration of international peace and security." In addition, resolution 1820 states that sexual violence can constitute "a war crime, a crime against humanity, or a constitutive act with respect to genocide." It also stresses that sexual violence should be excluded from post-conflict amnesty provisions.

5. CONCLUSION

This backgrounder has identified some of the challenges relating to sexual violence in Libya and Syria, as well as in conflict and post-conflict settings more broadly. The latest reports suggest that sexual violence is an ongoing problem in Syria, and to a lesser extent, in Libya as well. Putting an end to the violence is the utmost priority, but there is also a pressing need to provide meaningful support and protection for survivors. That support may encourage survivors to come forward, which will in turn make it possible for legal redress to be sought, either through national or international mechanisms.

---
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